Surface Pro 10
An AI PC built for business, designed for versatility

Surface Pro 10 blurs the boundary between hardware and software for peak performance in a secured, lightweight device that adapts to any work style. Employees get the benefits of an AI PC that accelerates Microsoft Copilot® experiences and offers integrated AI engines that enable the next wave of business features.

A new era of workplace collaboration
Take advantage of seamless hardware and software symmetry with features that remove boundaries around how work happens.

Productivity realized with Microsoft Copilot
Experience the productivity of Copilot in Windows 11 Pro* and Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 with inclusive features only Surface can deliver through effortless touch gestures, voice commands, and Surface Slim Pen² inking.

Never-ending, on-the-go impact
Keep pace with the flow of business through relentless performance, durability, and portability.

Multi-layered security and manageability
Safeguard your sensitive data with industry-leading security and remote management that maintains control of sensitive data.

Secure sign-in and authentication with Windows Hello for Business or the built-in NFC reader³

Anti-reflective technology and adaptive color on the PixelSense™ Flow touchscreen shifts the balance of color based on your environment, making your screen look vivid in almost any lighting condition

Inking that feels like pen on paper with Surface Slim Pen²

Simplified repairs with instructional QR codes built into the device. Clear icons inside identify the number of screws and driver types needed for key components⁴

Intel® Core™ Ultra processor with Intel® AI Boost and up to 64GB of RAM⁵

Up to 19 hours of battery life⁷ and supported fast charging⁸

New Copilot key⁶ for quick access to Copilot in Windows 11 Pro*
Surface Pro 10

PROCESSOR
Intel® Core™ i5-13/ i7 processor 135U
Intel® Core™ i7 processor 165U

MEMORY AND STORAGE
Memory options: 8GB, 16GB, 32GB, 64GB UPGR5s
Storage options: Removable solid-state drive (Gen 4 SSD); 256GB, 512GB, 1TB

SECURITY
Hardware TPM 2.0 chip for enterprise-grade security and Bitlocker support
Windows Hello facial recognition with Enhanced Sign-In Security
NFC authentication
Windows 11 Secured core-PC

BATTERY LIFE
Up to 10 hours of typical device usage

PORTS AND CHARGING
2 x USB-C™ with USB®-Thunderbolt™ 4 with support for Charging
Data transfer
DisplayPort 2.1 with support up to 1 x 8K monitor
Supports fast charging with minimum 45W power supply via Surface Connect or USB-C™
Surface Connect port
Surface Pro Keyboard port

CAMERAS
Quad HD front-facing Surface Studio Camera
1440p Quad HD camera with ultrawide field of view
Windows Studio Effects with automatic framing, eye contact, and background blur
15/25MP Ultra 7 processor 165U, 512GB, 16GB RAM devices

SIZE AND WEIGHT
Length: 11.3 inch (287 mm)
Width: 8.2 inch (208.6 mm)
Height: 0.37 inch (9.3 mm)
Weight: 1.94 lbs (879 g)

SOFTWARE
Windows 11 Pro or Windows 10 Pro
Preloaded Microsoft 365 Apps
Microsoft 365 Business Standard, Microsoft 365 Premium, or Microsoft 365 Apps 30-day trial

AUDIO
Dual Studio Mics with voice focus
2 Wi stereo speakers with Dolby Atmos
Support for Bluetooth® LE Audio

DISPLAY
Touchscreen: 13" PixelSense™ Flow display
Resolution: 2880 x 1920 (267 PPI)
Aspect ratio: 3:2
Contrast ratio: 1300:1
Refresh rate: up to 120Hz (Dynamic refresh rate supported)
Color profile: sRGB and VisiColor
Individually-calibrated display
Adaptive color
Touch: 10-point multi-touch
Dolby Vision IQ™ support
Touch: 10-point multi-touch
Corning® Gorilla® Glass 5
Anti-reflective
Brightness: SDR 600 nits maximum (typical)

SERVICEABILITY
Replacement components:
• Display module
• Removable solid-state drive
• Battery
• Motherboard (including main processor and main memory)
• Surface Connect
• Thermal module
• Microphone module
• Solid-state drive door
• Speakers
• Enclosure (bucket)
• Front camera
• Rear camera
• Power and volume buttons
• Kickstand
• Device entry kit

ACCESSIBILITY
Compatible with the Surface Pro Keyboard with bold keyset
Compatible with Surface Adaptive Kit
Compatible with Microsoft Adaptive Accessory
Includes Windows Accessibility Features – Learn More
Microsoft Accessibility
Discover more Microsoft Accessible Devices & Products – Accessible Devices & Products for PC & Gaming | Assistive Tech Accessories – Microsoft Store

SENSORS
Ambient color sensor
Accelerometer
Gyroscope
Magnetometer

WHAT'S IN THE BOX
Surface Pro 10
39W Power Supply (In select markets, available only with specific configurations)
Quick Start Guide
Safety and warranty documents

BATTERY CAPACITIES
Battery Capacity Nominal (Wh): 48
Battery Capacity Min (Wh): 47

EXTERIOR
Casing: Anodized aluminum
Colors: Platinum, Black
Physical buttons: Volume, Power

SUSTAINABILITY
More recycled materials
Enclosure is made with a minimum of 72% recycled content, including 100% recycled aluminum alloy and 100% recycled rare earth metal

More energy efficient ENERGY STAR® certified

WARRANTY
1-year limited hardware warranty

PEN AND ACCESSORIES COMPATIBILITY
Pen compatibility:
• Surface Pro Keyboard
• Surface Pro Signature Keyboard
• Surface Pro X Signature Keyboard

KICKSTAND
Kickstand with 165 degrees full friction hinge

NETWORK AND CONNECTIVITY
Wi-Fi 6E: 802.11ax compatible
Bluetooth® Wireless 5.3 technology

GRAPHICS
Intel® Graphics